
My name is Steve Jackson and I am a founding member and leader

with VeloVita. I have been an entrepreneur, network marketer,

online marketer, eBook author and podcaster for many years. I

enjoy the excitement of building a new business and finding new

global opportunities.  My main reasons is that new companies offer

new and exciting possibilities. Also, it ticks all the boxes for me and

gives me the financial freedom and the global independence I have

always desired. This means I can choose where and how I live my

life.

HOW TO BECOME A
VELOVITA DISTRIBUTOR?

THERE  ARE  MANY  COMPAN IES  LOOK ING  FOR  D ISTR IBUTORS
L IKE  VALOV ITA ,  BUT  BEFORE  YOU  STARTS  A  NEW BUS INESS
THERE  IS  A  FEW TH INGS  THEY  SHOULD  CONS IDER



ABOUT  BEING

A  VELOVITA

DISTRIBUTOR

I have been building a global distributorship of passionate and motivated

leaders in the US, Canada and shortly around the world. In many cases, my

team members have found network marketing for the very first time. Meaning,

becoming a VeloVita distributor is the very first time they have embark on

running their own business. Taken the journey of a lifetime with me is going to

be an exciting time in their lives.

This page will explain what you should consider before you decide to become a

VeloVita distributor. I am not trying to put people off joining VeloVita as a

distributor, but it is about you making the right decision for you. There will be a

lot of time, money and energy wasted by everybody, if VeloVita is not the right

fit for you.

I understand when people say to me that they would never join a network

marketing business, because it's not possible to make money. The fact is joining

any distributorship or business is hard-work and running a network marketing

distributorship business is also hard-work.However, when somebody starts to

realize that something is worth having it is also is worth working for. This is

when many of us have a mindset change, which says, “maybe, just maybe

network marketing is the solution to the big question of financial freedom”.

So, if you are one of those individuals who has come to the conclusion that

running a home based independent distributorship opportunity is for you. This

is the next stage, where I will tell you more about the company VeloVita.



"WHEN  YOU  LOOK  AT

DISTRIBUTORSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES  LIKE

VELOVITA  FOR  THE  FIRST

TIME"

Before I even thought about joining

VeloVita I went through the five key

points that everyone should go

through before joining any MLM /

network marketing companies. This

will make a large difference

between choosing a good or a

great company as well as success

and failure of your business.

DISTRIBUTORSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES



THE  FIVE  KEY  POINTS  I

WENT  THROUGH  BEFORE

JOINING  HOME  BASED

DISTRIBUTORSHIP  L IKE

VELOVITA :

Kosta Gara

Kosta Gara is behind some of the

most interesting and innovative

products, companies and platforms

in network marketing today. His

methods have earned him

hundreds of millions of dollars all

over the world.

I truly believe that in life,
everything happens for a reason.
Life is a series of events, and
decisions that will ultimately lead
you to your destiny. Don’t allow life
to happen to you, rather create the
life you desire and since you only
have one chance, find a way to
make it legendary!

Kosta Gara

Jeff Mack

Jeff Mack is a husband, a father,

and a 30-year entrepreneur, with

many companies in the network

marketing industry. As a top front

line distributor and leader for 22 of

those years, Jeff worked tirelessly

with teams in the US and around

the world.

The best things in my life have
been guided or made better by
peers and mentors that have
encouraged positivity and
proactivity. A goal for me is to do
the same for others.

Jeff Mack

VeloVita are financially stable

They had a record-breaking

conversion rate from day one

The companies owners were

long established and self made

network marketers Kosta Gara

and Jeff Mack.

The companies background and
profile

It is true that we are in control of

our own success. There is nobody

going to do this business for you.

This means work is required. It

shouldn’t really matter what

companies we join, however it

makes total sense to join

companies that will still be around

20 years from now.

So, when I read the VeloVita
reviews I was happy to find that: 



VELOVITA

COMP  PLAN

BASICS

BECOMING  A  VELOVITA

DISTRIBUTOR

Any distributorship compensation

plan is difficult to understand if you

are new to a company, so in

addition to the video, I will break

the enrollment plan down into

simply segments to make it easy to

understand. Also you can download

the VeloVita Compensation plan in

a PDF format on the download

button above.

Advocate: 1 box of product and

requires the purchase of the

Member level ($49.95.) You also

earn a 10% Referral Bonus (only on

initial orders.)

Price: $64.95 / 36 BV (Business

Volume)

Promoter: 5 boxes of product, plus

1 free bonus box (limited time

bonus) and a softcover book of

Organic Networker! It requires the

purchase of the V-Cloud

Membership($49.95.) Now you can

earn 10% in Referral Bonuses (only

on initial orders) and be one step

closer to Associate level.

Price: $324.75 / 180 BV (Actual

Value $389.70)

Influencer: 10 boxes of product,

plus 2 free bonus boxes (limited

time bonus) and a hardcover book

of Organic Networker. V-Cloud

membership is included!* Earn 15%

in Referral Bonus (only on initial

orders) and be one step closer to

Associate level.

Price: $649.50 / 360 BV (Actual

Value $829.35)

Ambassador: 20 boxes of product,

plus 5 free bonus boxes (limited

time bonus) and an autographed

hardcover book of Organic

Networker. V-Cloud membership is

included!* Earn 20% in Referral

Bonuses (only on initial orders) and

be one step closer to Associate

level.

Price: $1,299.00 / 720 BV (Actual

Value $1,673.70)

There is four choices in being a

member in the VeloVita members

distributorship, they are:

Member: The Member level offers

you the ability to join the VeloVita

distributor Rewards plan. It

includes your V-Cloud (Virtual Back

Office) and an E-Commerce

website forsocial selling. Product is

not included or required, to join as

a Member.

Price: $49.95



VELOVITA  PRODUCTS

WHAT  IS  ALL  THE  FUSS

ABOUT  VELOVITA  PRODUCTS?

Well, for a start there is only one product

called Brān Reimagined. It is full of

nootropic compounds with 16 nutrients

to fuel the most important organ of your

body. Brān was made to immediately

boost your mental energy, support

positive thinking, improve focus,

alertness, mood, and mental acuity.

In addition, I was looking for in a product

line that was not too overpriced and

have a money-back guarantee. The

products should be something that

customers use regularly, so something

consumable. So, a consumable high

quality product that the customer

purchases monthly, but cannot be

purchased in the supermarket.



VELOVITA

DISTRIBUTORSHIP

TRAINING

Personally, our main role as a

distributor is to teach success

attitudes, leadership, people skills,

overcoming fears, goal-setting,

communication skills, money skills,

and the like.

The fact is there is many ways to run a

VeloVita business, starting from

simply speaking to family and friends,

but the most preferred method is

using social media or blogging, but

whatever helps you towards success is

the best method for you.

However, I would suggest that

everyone VeloVita Launch training,

because of its simple A, B, C structure,

training material and videos. 

The whole key to the training

program is to give you the tools and

knowledge to sell the products and

build your own distributorship. We

understand that it is one thing to sell

the products, it maybe another for

those who are new to home based

opportunities to understand what to

do next.

MOST  OF  THE  BETTER

OPPORTUNIT IES  SUCH  AS

VELOVITA  OFFERS  A  LOT

OF  FREE  TRAINING  FOR

THOSE  WHO  WANT  IT .

THERE  IS  ALSO  TWICE

WEEKLY  ONLINE

TRAINING  FOR  THOSE

WHO  WISH  TO

PARTICIPATE  



THE  VELOVITA

MARKETING

PLAN

IF  YOU  ARE  NEW  TO

NETWORK  MARKETING  THIS

IS  GOING  TO  BE  THE  BIT

WHERE  YOU  SAY ,  “ I  DIDN ’T

KNOW  THAT  WOULD

HAPPEN ” .

Most new to the business believe

that family and friends will be

jumping at the bite to join their

business, but sadly that is not the

case. Most people new to network

marketing will start asking family

and friends to join their, but in

most cases will be getting a

resounding “NO THANK YOU!”. Then

they will blame the company, the

products or there is too many

consultants in my area.

The fastest way to fail in network

marketing is to believe that

sponsoring your family and friends

will create success. There is a

complex relationship between the

need for duplication in your

business and the marketing

strategy of sponsoring family and

friends. Yes, I feel that most of us

agree that duplication should be

the prime objective of network

marketing, but why insist on

promoting the assets of sponsoring

family and friend when the failure

rate is so high.

Well, the argument will be by

advocates of this method, that the

new VeloVita distributor needs to

start somewhere and family and

friends is the easiest starting point.

VeloVita I believe has tried to

tackled this issue in some ways by

promoting the concept of social

selling or sharing the products

rather than bothering friends by

encouraging the member to be

apart of the VeloVita brand by

using the products in their daily

lives.

Nevertheless, sharing through

personal branding is just one

method. In my opinion that is just

the tip of the iceberg in regards to

the fun ways of marketing a

distributor with VeloVita. Thanks to

the internet the world is out there

waiting for you to ask them to join

you in your journey with VeloVita.

Since beginning my journey with

VeloVita I have managed to evolve

and develop many different

methods of marketing my business

to the extent that I simply watch it

grow without the issues associated

with family and friends. And I am

proud to say, that I have never

sponsored family or friends to my

business.

My downline consist of two types of

people, ones that love the products

and want to get them at a

wholesale price and those who love

the products and want to earn

extra money from them.



OBJECTIVELY

EVALUATING

When I went through the five key

point I began to see where I could go

with VeloVita and what the real

possibilities for success really were. I

could see that long-term success

towards financial freedom was going

to be a reality, however work and

dedication was going to be

paramount if I wanted to be

successful.

All the other elements were already in

place such as outstanding the

product line, a management team

that was professional and capable, a

VeloVita compensation plan that

allowed everyone to get a piece of the

pie and a company that I felt I could

trust.

OBJECTIVELY

EVALUATING  VELOVITA

WAS  TO  MY  BENEFIT

What is the reality of being in

VeloVita?

I would firstly like to say that VeloVita

is a great company to work with and

everything works as it should do in

such companies. However, I would

guess that for some of the more

traditional network marketers looking

at VeloVita the social selling aspect

could be it a bit unusual. However, if

you have read anything else my me,

you would realize that the internet is

a part of our daily existence that we

cannot disregard. 

The fact is there is something for

everyone in VeloVita, if you are a

mother watching over the kids, a old

school network marketer or a direct

sales distributor looking a second

stream income, VeloVita has

something for you.



HOW  TO  BECOME  A

VELOVITA  DISTRIBUTOR Click here 

Click on “Join Now

Click on the product package or

“Continue without product

Fill in your details 

Congratulation, you have joined

VeloVita

Here are the instruction for become

a customer, affiliate or a member

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

In a few minutes you will receive a

notification that VeloVita has

receive your order and details on

how to get into your VeloVita back

office

Are you looking for a

conclusion?

There are many distributorship

opportunities to choose from, but

after reading many reviews and

having many discussions with

customer and contacts in the

industry becoming a VeloVita

distributor was the right choice for

me. If you would like more

information about VeloVita click on

the suorce link on this page and

add your name and email address

on the form.

I will get back to you asap.

Author: Steven Jackson

Source:  How to become a VeloVita

distributor?

https://bit.ly/velovita-reviews
https://bit.ly/velovita-reviews
https://steven-jackson.com/
https://digital-selling.org/velovita-distributor/

